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Joshua Lederberg
Tying minds together to advance
science andsocialintelligence

   
obel Prize-winning geneticist Joshua Lederberg developed
the expert system, Dendral, with EdwardFeigenbaum while

at Stanford University in the early ‘60s. Dendral, thefirst applied use of -
artificial intelligence, interprets dataproduced by mass spectrometers to
determine molecularstructures ofunknown compounds.

Forthepast eight years, Lederberg has been president ofRockefeller
University, a New York City-based biomedical research institution

founded in 1901 as the Rockefeller Institutefor MedicalResearch.
Lederberg spoke recently with Computerworld Senior Editor Janet

Fiderio about the impact computers continue to make on education and
society.

Whatrole do computers nowplayin educa-

tion? Have they changed the way we educate
students?

LEDERBERG:From theresearch side and
from the uses of computersin science, thereis,
of course, a very strong tradition-in the indis-

pensability of computersin data analysis; the

direct connection with laboratory experimen-

tation is well known.
But what has been perhapsagreaterinter-

- est to me — and this is the thread that goes
through the work I did with Ed Feigenbaum at
Stanford — is the use of the computerin the
communications network as the technical sup-
port for improving the social system of scien-
tific advance.It’s a way in which minds can be
brought together more effectively and make
an effective use of the expertise that’s present
elsewhere.
An expert system should be thoughtas

mucha social device as a technical instrument.
It is a way the expertise that is resident in the
mindsof individuals can be more effectively
stored, manipulated, corrected, updated and

broughtto bear on a rangeof problems, and

that’s really the point where I would place the

greatest emphasis.It's a way of developing

social intelligence.

So expert systems as social devices spur
creativity?

LEDERBERG:Theywill allow you to be at

the state of the art. If you have authentically
acquired the expertise that is available on the

subject, you know you're notreinventing what
they’re doing; you have authentic, well-craft-
ed statements.

Anexpert system is not that different from
alibrary, butit’s a way of mechanizing that
library so it can be operationally effective and
muchmoreefficiently managed.It also is an
enormousdiscipline.

One of the most exciting aspects of expert
systemsis the discipline it puts on the experts

whoare providing the background. One of the
things that slows the workin thisfield is  

whenyou're putting together your production
rules and so on, you discoverthere were incon-

sistencies in what you putin. It’s better found
at thatlogical level than when the bridge
collapses. .

You might call that criticism rather than
creativity, but I think we have to keep in mind

that with any scientific advance or cultural

one, that these two haveto be kept hand-in-

hand. We need lot of imagination, and it has
to be checkedbycriticism. Criticism is the
authenticity to self consistency. It checks that -
you said what you meantbecause the program
is going to implement what yousaid. I think it

speeds up the processof putting creative ideas

to bear.

Wherewill we see the greatest potentialfor
expert systemsIn society — medicine,re-

search?
LEDERBERG:Anywherethereis a library,

and anywhere there isn’t a library and there
should be, such as when the expertiseis infor-
mal and not that well codified. Expert systems
are a way of writing expertise down and
getting at the experts before they disappear.

Chemical Week magazine recently published a
piece on expert systemsin factory manage-

ment. In one firm, the chemical engineers were
retiring and they didn’t know how they would

bring up the skills of the new people to that
level. They did a very wise thing— before

those people left, they tried to dump their
memories into an expert system and wrote
down manyoperating rules that had never
been written downbefore.

I wouldn’t single out one area for expert
system use. And the last thing in the world!
would do would be to replace positions by a

machine — no more than I would replace them

by a few books on the shelf. I do think,
however, that for providing support in the
decision-making process, wherever consequen-
tial decisions rely on knowledge and expertise,
we can greatly enhance that with machine
systems.

 

 

Will we forget the basics of education due to
expert systems? Will we become too dependent

on them?
LEDERBERG:I suppose the tirst person

who camealong with a book would ask the
same question: Are wegoingto be too reliant
on this stuff written downand forgetto re-
memberstuff that we get through the oral
tradition?

Of course,there is a danger, but I would say

there is no other way to manage the enormous
expansion of knowledge, no other way to

counterthe trap that we havelaid for our-

selves — the trap that goes underthelabel of
specialization — without this kind of help.

Look where weare now. Knowledgein gen-
eral is much too complicated. We have poor
communications with colleagues in other |
fields. That’s not a very satisfactory situation;
we have systemic errors that come out of

inadequate communication. You can find it

every day in the practice of medicine.

Whatproblems remainfor you to Investi-
gate?

LEDERBERG:Therearestill some very
hard problemsthat we neverquite tackled,

but I think our efforts would have been prema-
ture for someof the reasonsgiven here. There

are severe hardware limitations even now,

which hurteffectively getting into things like
learning systems, which is the next horizon.

We've had little start at that, a thing
called Medidendral, but the hardwarejust

isn't up to it yet.
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Whatare Medidendraland learning systems? .

It’s a way expertise can be learned by a

system by looking at raw data from the out-

side world. Learning by experience is what I'm

trying to say.

Thefirst stage of expert systemsis to learn
from experts. You ask yourself how the ex-

perts learn, and a great dealof thatis intellec-

tual, learning from other experts.

But someofit, new knowledge,is gotten by
experience. This part includes laboratory ex-
periment or other sorts of data, the induction
of hypothesis that can fit those data and the
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establishing of rules, the governing
laws, the generalizations, the hy-
potheses and theories of science.

I would like to be able to move to
that next step and find systems that
learn the way welearn. *

So, basically, the structure of -
learning systems needsto be ad-
dressed as a mathematical problem
and as a hardware problem. ,

Andsecond, the social system,
the use of expert systems... there
is a way of thinking about them
that needs to be un-
derstood very care-
fully.

Knowing what you
Expert systems

face up to the fact that a world with
five billion people doesn’t have
muchlatitude for privacy, and we'll
have to be asking ourselvesis it
really so important that we would
be willing to give up other values?

Of course, there is no answer to
that question. For the most part, I
think the questions about privacy
are inordinate. I don’t see the actu-
ality of abuse as much as people’s
fears ofit.

Andit’s a political decision, not a

technological one,
what abuse might be
made.

You have infor-
mation that’s in thedo about the short- are a way of handsofa politicalcomingsof expert sy- itt authority, and it cantems and other com- writing be used to blackmail

puterized systemsin
use throughout socl-
ety, does it ever con-

expertise down
and getting at

people, suppress dis-
sidents and so forth,
of course that’s quite

putersconta the experts arisTthink therenuclear powerfacill- before they is the issue in thattomer ule disappear, velitissueLEDERBERG: No | individuals are, notmore nervous than
any complex social
system.If you don't havea comput-
er in there, you'll have some other
dimwit pushing the buttons. /

it’s the complexity in the system,
not the machine, that’s drivingit,
that leads us to these frustrations. I
think we need to have a realistic
approachto the capabilities of what
these nodes are.

Oneneeds to understand the limi-
tations thoroughly, but one also has
to ask whatthe alternativeis. There
is no panacea.

If it's not one evil, It’s another?
LEDERBERG:Yes. And I think,

best ofall, there's some balance
wherethere’s the Possiblity of hu-
maninvention. .. . I think a cross-
check with a largerset of expertise.
It’s involved in human judgment
and communication with other indi-
viduals and so on. .

In a world with five billion, and
one billion in a very advanced stage
of technological and economic orga-
nization, I think that’s where the
problem is.

What about the questionof retain-
ing personal privacy?

LEDERBERG:I don’t think we
can live in a complex society and
have the efficiency of transactions
without sacrificing privacy. The un-
derlying problem is that you want
to have credit, you want to be able
to go to far away places and have
them recognize you instantly as
someone whois credit-worthy. Of
course, you’re going to have to sac-
rifice something to make that possi-
ble.

Wedo need to maintain the integ-
rity of the credit checking system
and understand that there can be
mistakes in it. We want to lean over
backwards to makesureof that.
lam talking about balancingeffi-

ciency wth justice, and one of the
things computer systems can do is
bring the cost of manuipulating a
great deal of data on people down to
a level where there may be a temp-
tation to not complicate the system
again by adding those costs that are
necessary to protect individual
rights, such as the right of appeal
when thereis something in the cred-
it system that doesn’t belong there.

But I think we're going to have to

about whattheir pri-
vacy is in thefirst

be more transparent, and theyal-
ways havebeenif you get right
downtoit.

There’s a change of dimension
with a broad range of people having
access, but that also means you
have a better opportunity to divide
yourcorrectives. I would come back
and add thatif you try to tally up
all the abuses of privacy there have
been in this snoopy society, I don’t
think they add up to ahill of beans.
But people are worried aboutit.

Whydo you think there are people
out there whoarestill afraid of com-
puters?

LEDERBERG:I think their real
anger and anxiety is about the com-
plexity of the social system. The
computeris emblematic ofit, it’s a
major instrument of social adminis-
tration, and that is a constraint on
freedom to haveto share your living
space withfive billion others. But
thereit is.

The understanding of the role of
computer-based communications
systems is a way in which people
can work together moreeffectively.
Weshould be keeping our eyes on
the objectives in computer advance-place, but what abuse is made on

information.
I would advocate to most people

that they just learn to live with the
fact that private affairs are going to

ment. 
 

 

  
F orecasting 100

years in the future
is a relatively low-risk
proposition, since
those who read my
predictions in 1986
are unlikely to be
around to critique
them in 2086.

Few can disagree
that the ultimate so-
cial impact of comput-
ers will be tremen-
dous. Manyexciting
advances in computer
technologyare al-
ready within grasp or .
seem just around the: ,-
corner — advances
that challenge the
imagination and that
are boundto drive
fundamental changes
in human endeavor.

Consider the possi-
bilities presented by
future advances in ar-
tificial intelligence,
“thinking” robots,
portable personalter-

. Minals, huge data
bases, even human-im-
plantable computer
chips. Individually or
in combination, these
and other technologi-
cal marvels suggest a
thousand fascinating
scenarios, .

For example, will /
society in 2086 see
these marvels?
@ Robots handling

routine personal
chores and performing  

dangerous or un-
healthy manual labor
tasks.

M@ Credit-card-size
terminals that allow
people to conduct most.
of their personal busi-.-
ness transactions any -
time, any place.
= Human memory |.

assisted by an im-
planted memory chip.

m= Computers so ad-
vanced they will de-.
velop their own under- .
standing and logic and
utilize sensors to inter-
act with their environ-
ment just as humans
do.

I think these and
many other applica-
tions of computer
technology mayvery.
well exist before the
next century ends. As

‘ a result, individuals
will certainly have
more leisure time. The
question is, how will
they use it? Again, the
possible scenarios are
Hmited only by the
imagination. .
New art forms will

develop as people find
unique ways of stimu-
lating the senses. En-
tertainment will be
revolutionized as
viewers or spectators
become part of the
eventitself.
Learning will be-
come a permanent  

part of everydaylife.
With vast amounts of
knowledgeat their
disposal, people must
find new ways to
learn and think.

Computerswill al-
low modeling and ex-
perimenting to take
place in ways that can
avoid both physical
disasters and social
confrontations.

Computersin the-
. workplace will con-
tribute to the increase
in leisure time, They
also will change the
very nature of jobs,
and individuals will
face a restructuring of
their daily routines
and the work environ-
ment. -.

I believe we can an-
ticipate an exhilarat-
ing and fascinating fu-
ture, thanks,at least
in part, to the many
wonderful possibili-
ties offered by com-
puters. By preparing
how to make appropri-
ate choices, we can
help exploit the poten-
tial of technology to
stimulate and enhance
the lives of future gen-
erations. . :

CHARLES EXLEYJR.
* Chairman, NCR Corp.

  


